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struck by the peculiarities of the English face and figure..

There is no such palpable difference between the borderers of

Northumberland and. those of Roxburghshire as one sometimes

marks in the inhabitants of contiguous counties in Scotland

itself; no such difference, for instance, as obtains between the

Celtic population of Sutherland, located on the southern side

of the Ord Hill, and the Scandinavian population of Caithness,

located on its northern side. But,as the traveller advances on

the midland counties, the English cast of person and counte

nance becomes very apparent. The harder frame and. thinner

face of the northern tribes disappear shortly after one leaves

Newcastle; and one meets, instead, with ruddy, fleshy, com

pactly-built Englishmen, of the true national type. There is a

smaller development of bone; and the race, on the average,
seem less tall: but the shoulders are square and broad, the*

arms muscular, and the chest full; and if the lower part of the

figure be not always in keeping with the upper, its inferiority
is perhaps rather an effect of the high state of civilization at

which the country has arrived, and. the consequent generI

pursuit of mechanical arts that have a tendency to develop the

arms and. chest, and to leave the legs and thighs undeveloped,
than an original peculiarity of the English as a race. The

English type of face and person seems peculiarly well adapted

to the female countenance and figure; and. the proportion of

pretty women to the population -women with clear, fair com

plexions, well-turned arms, soft features, and fine busts-seems

very great. Even the not very feminine employment of the

naileresses of Hales Owen, though hereditary in their families

for generations, has failed to render their features coarse or

their forms masculine. To my eye, however, my countrymen

-and I have now seen them in almost every district of Scot

land- present an appearance of rugged strength,. which the
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